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ABSTRACT 
We study the problem of small denominators in the field of complex p-adic numbers C,. We prove 
that, in fact, we can always obtain the estimate from below D,(x) 2 CA”, C(x), A(x) > 0, for the 
denominator D”(x) which is used in the construction of a congugate map for a dynamical system f 
having the derivative x = f ‘(a) in the 6xed point a. Moreover, we find (via a long chain of technical 
computations) forms of coe&ients C(x) and A(x). These are complicated functions of x which 
depend on the relative position of x and p’th roots of unity. Our result can be used to find radius of 
convergence for conjugate maps for C,-analytic dynamical systems at neutral fixed points (or cy- 
cles). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
p-adic numbers that during 100 years (since Hensel’s paper [IS]) were used only 
in pure mathematics become more and more useful for applications (see [28], 
1291, [361, [131, [351, [171-w, [I] for mathematical physics, [17]-[22], [l] for 
probability theory, t341, PI, [61,[81-WlJ261, [ 71, [311, [321, P11, w41, p51, [241, 
[30] for dynamical systems, [21], [23], [12], [3], [4] for biological applications). In 
this paper we consider the problem of small denominators for dynamical sys- 
tems in the field of complex p-adic numbers C, : x, + 1 = f(xn) where f : C, + 
C, is analytic (see, for example, [33] for C,-analyticity). Here we obtain the 
same result as in the field ofpadic numbers QP [34], [lo], [6], namely there is no 
problem of small denominators (compare with C-case). Such a result is based 
on the long chain of estimates for the denominator: 
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(we use the symbol (.lP to denote the valuation on CP). The situation is essen- 
tially more complicated than in the case of Q,. The main difference is due to the 
existence ofpSth roots (s = 1,2, . . .) of unity in C, (that do not exist in Q,). The 
geometry of location of these roots plays the crucial role in our considerations. 
Therefore the derivation of an estimate of D,,(x) from below is split in numer- 
ous subcases which are related to the relative position of x with respect to 
spheres of location of primitive@th roots and, if x belongs to such a sphere, to 
the distance between x and primitive pSth roots. The latter case is the most 
complicated. Here we have to consider not only the distance between x and 
primitive pSth roots, but distances between x and some other pqth roots, q < s. 
The main result of this paper is the derivation of inequalities: 
Dn(x) 2 IA”, 
where 1= Z(x), A = A(x) > 0. We also found the form of the function A(x). The 
latter result gives the possibility to find the radius of convergence of a conjugate 
map. The corresponding machinery does not differ from R and C cases [7]. It 
seems that we obtain the optimal estimates for Dn(x) (which could not be im- 
proved). We concentrated our investigations to the most complicated case: 
Ix - 1 IP < 1 (allpSth roots are located in this ball). In particular, in this case we 
have ]xlP = 1. So we study dynamics in a neighborhood of a neutral point. 
As usual by constructing a conjugate map [7], we can essentially simplify in- 
vestigation of ergodicity for complex p-adic maps (compare with p-adic case 
bl, [311,[141). 
Some preliminary results on the problem of small denominators in the field 
of complex p-adic numbers has been published in [24]. 
2. TWO GENERAL ESTIMATES 
Write U,(a) = {x E C, : Ix-alp 2 } T and U;(a) = {x E C, : Ix-alp < r} 
where r > 0. These are balls in C, while the sets &(a) = {x E C, : Ix - alp = r} 
are the spheres in C, of such radii r. We set r, = (l/p’ (p - l)), s = 
0, 1) 2, . ..) R, = p+s. We recall that p s+ ‘th roots of unity are located on the 
sphere’ SR,(~). In particular, pth roots of 1 are located on the sphere of the 
minimal radius Ro = p-‘l@ - ’ ) . Roots of higher orders are located on spheres of 
larger radii (R, + 1, when s + 00). All are considerations will be performed in 
the ball Vi-( 1). The most interesting problems are concentrated in the ring be- 
tween spheres ;sjp, (1) and Sl(1). 
We remark that Si (0) \ U;(l) # 0. Therefore we study only a particular 
class of neutral fixed points. 
We denote the set of all primitive roots of the order k by the symbol ok; the 
set of all roots of the order k by the symbol Fk = { ti,k = 1, . , . , tk, k}. We remark 
that nk = rk \ rk- 1. So Xk consists of (pk - pk- ‘) elements. 
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Everywhere in this paper we study the case 
Ix - 11, < 1,x E c,. 
We start our calculations of jxk - 1 lp with the case (k,p) = 1. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (k,p) = 1. Then 
(1) Ixk - 11, = Ix- II,. 
Proof. As(k,p)=l,~t~,~-l~p=lrj#1.As~x-l~p~l,wehaveIx-tj,~lp= 
l,j#l.Wehave:I~~-lj~=~~=~ Ix-tj,klp=Ix-llp. Cl 
Proposition 2.2. Let 1x - 1 Ip = R > RI _ 1. Then 
IXP’ - I), = RP’. 
Proof. Let a E rj, j 5 1. We have (x - 11, = R > RI__, 2 Rj-1 = Iu- lI,.Thus 
Ix - alp = Ix - 11, = R. But 
(2) 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.2, we obtain: 
Theorem 2.1. Let Ix - 1 Ip = R > RI and let Ikl, = p-‘. Then 
(3) Ixk - 11, = Rp’. 
3. PARAMETER BELONGS TO ONE OF SPHERES &,(I) AND IT IS SUFFICIENTLY 
FAR FROM PRIMITIVE ps+’ th ROOTS 
HerewestudythecasexESR,(l)(S>O)andIx-al ZR,forallaE?r,+r.’ 
As la - 1 Ip = R,, we obtain that, in fact, Ix - alp = R, for all a E n,+ 1 (and 
Ix - 11, = R,). 
Proposition 3.1. Let 1 2 s + 1. Then 
(4) IxP' - 11, +zrp-[‘++‘)1~ 
Proof. We again have (2). We know from the proof of Proposition 2.2 that, for 
~E~j~~<~+1~~x-~~p=~x-l~p=R~.For~=~+1,wehavethisequality 
byourchoiceoffx.Letu~n~,~>s+1.Here~u-l~p=R~>R,=~x-l~p.S~ 
IX-UI~ = Iu- I1 = RI. 
By (2) we get 
’ The sphere S&(l) is ‘very large’: the majority of its points belong to the set SR,(~)\ 
U LIE*, qi,M# 0). 
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Remark 3.1. If 1~ s + 1, then R, = Ix - 1 Ip > RI_ 1. Hence we can apply Pro- 
position 2:2 and obtain that 
lx!” _ 11 = R{’ ++ij =p-r~-’ = R,_I. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (m,p) = 1. Then xm E &r,(l) and IX”’ - alp = R, for all 
a E Tz+l. 
Proof. First of all we remark that the map a -+ a” is bijection, rS+ 1 + ?r,+ 1. 
By using properties of x we obtain: x = a + bp’J, lblp = 1, for each a E x3+ 1 
(here b depends on a). But xm = urn + (mb)p’j + . . . . Thus xrn can be rep- 
resented as xrn = urn + &h, Ib(, = 1. Let u E ?r,+i. Then there exists a E n,+t 
such that u = urn. Hence Ixm - z$, = (xrn - umlp = p+s. 
It was already proved in Proposition 2.2 that 1.~~ - 1 Ip = Jx - 1 Jp = R,. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 3.1,2.1,2.2, we obtain: 
Theorem 3.1. Let [I$ =p-‘. Then 
(9 P - 11, = 
{ 
;$;!(:+y;,, l  > s + 1 
- 
4. PARAMETER BELONGS TO ONE OF SPHERES t&,(l) AND IT IS RELATIVELY 
CLOSE TO ONE OF ps+ ‘TH ROOTS 
Here we study the case x E SR,( l)(s 2 0) and Ix - alp < R, for some a E n,+ 1. 
Thus x can be represented as x = a( 1 + bp’), t > r,, Ib(, = 1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let x E U,-S (a) for some Q! E ?r,+ 1. Then x cun be represented in the 
f arm: 
(6) x = aa . . . a(m)xm, x, = 1 + bp’, 
where lblp = 1; d) E r%+l, qm < . . . < q1 < sand t > 0 is such that: 
(A) t # rj for all j or (B) t = r4,,, and Ix, - PI, = R,, for all p E TV,,, + 1. 
Proof. As x E Ui*(o), it can be represented as x = (Y( 1 + &pt), 161, = 1, t > r,. 
If t # rj for all j, then we trivially have (6). Let t = r4, > r,. We note that: q1 < s. 
The element xi = 1 + &pp’ E SR,, (1). There can be two possibilities: (a) 
1x1 - ,R%,= R,, for all /3 E x~, +I; or (b) there exist a(‘) E x~, +i such that 
1x1 - cr Ip < R,, . In the first case we obtain (6). In the second case we have 
xi = c&‘)(l + blp’l), IblIP = 1 and tl > rq,. We repeat the above considerations. 
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As s > q1 > q2 > . . . 2 0, and qj E N, this process must be finished after a finite 
number of steps. So we obtain (6). 0 
Proposition 4.1. Let x haveform (6) where t satisfies the condition (B) of Lemma 
4.1.Then,forl>s+l, 
IXP’ - 11, =pp- p 3 -[~-km+1)1* 
Proof. We have xP’ = XL’. But x,,, E SR~, (1) and Ix,,, - PI, = R, for all p E 
rqm+l. AS I> s+ 1 2 qm + 1, we have Ixg’ - lI,,=p(-p/~-I)p-[‘-(qm+l)l. As, 
for (4,p) = 1, x qP’=x~‘,weget,forI>s+l,Ixqr -llp=J~~‘-l~p. IJ 
Finally, we get: 
Theorem 4.1. Let x E UR,( 1) and let it have the form (6), where t satisfies the 
condition (B) of Lemma 4.1. Let lkl = p-‘. Then: 
5. X DOES NOT BELONG TO ANY OF SPHERES &,(I) 
In this section we study the case Ix - 11, = R # R, for all s. We already know 
IXm - 1 IP for (m,p) = 1 (see Section 2). We also know IxmJ” - 1 IP for 1 such that 
R > RI- i (see Section 3). The latter can be written as R = p-‘, where t < rl_ 1. 
Thus we need only to study the case t > rl_ 1 (as t # rr_ 1) for xp’. 
Proposition 5.1. Let x = 1 + bp’, lblp = 1, t # r,, s = 0, 1, . . . . and let 
(8) d = min{X : rx < t}. 
Then: 
(9) lxP’ _ 11, =p’(fPd-d+I) 
Proof. 1. First we consider the case in that t satisfies the inequality 
(10) rl_1 I rd < t < I’d_1, d 2 1. 
We have xp’ - 1 = (1 + bpr)p’ - 1 = & 1 (‘p’)b’p” = Ci= 1 Cf. 
By using properties of binomial coefficie&, see Appendix, we get: 
(‘,l($)lp =p-‘,(i,p) = 1; (2)l($)lp =p-‘+W, =P+. 
Hence, for all (i,p) = 1, lCilp =peti-’ <p- @+‘) = I Cl lp (so we can forget about 
i # 1) and, for i = qp”, (q,p) = 1, lCilp =p-@@‘“+‘yn) < p-(‘P”+‘-n) (so we can 
forget about q # 1). We want to find mini SnS,(tp” - n). As t > rd = 
(I/pd(p - l)), we get: 
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tP ‘+l -(d+l) > tpd-d. 
In the same way, as rd+l < rd < t, we get tpd+* - (d + 2) > tpdfl - (d + 1) 
and so on. Thus: 
tpd”-(d+j) > tpd-d,j> 1. 
Ontheotherhand,ast<rd_t =pd_,fp_lj,weget 
tpd - d < tpd-’ - (d - 1). 
Inthesameway,ast<r;l_t <ld-2,weget 
tpd-’ - (d - 1) < tpd-* - (d - 2) 
and so on. Thus: 
tpd-j-(d-j)>tpd-d,j>l. 
So we proved that 
r@t(tp” - n) = tpd - d. 
- - 
We turn back to ICi Ip = p- (‘+‘I and compare it with 1 c,d Ip = p+pd +ITd). 
We note that tp-l>tpd-d. If t>tp-1, N tcl/(p-l), then t> 
tpd-d. But l/(p-l)=ro2rd-1>t,d21. Thus, for each i#d,ICil,,< 
lCpdlp =p-(rrd-‘+d). 
2. We now consider the case t > ro (i.e., d = 0). The function f(s) = 
s/(ps - 1) has the derivativef’(s) < 0, s 2 1. Thus t > r% > r+. So tp’ - t > s 
for all s 2 1. By using the same scheme as in the first part of the proof we get 
that lCilp < ICiI, =p- (‘+‘I. This finish the proof of Proposition 5.1. Cl 
Let (m,p) = 1. Then 1.x”’ - 
p-l. Thus we have 
l~,=~x-l~p.IfR=~~-l~~=p~‘~then(~m-l~p= 
Theorem 5.1. Let lklr = p-t, 12 1, and Jx - 1 Ip = p-r, where t # r,, s = 0, 1,2, . . . 
Then 
(11) lXk _ 11, =p-(‘rd-d+t), 
where d is defined by (8). 
Combining this result with Lemma 4.1, we get: 
Theorem 5.2. Let IkJ, = p-‘, 12 1, and x have the form (6), where t satisfies (A) 
of Lemma 4.1. If t satisJies conditions of Theorem 5.1, then (II) holds true. 
6. ESTIMATES FOR THE DENOMINATOR 
Set D”(x) = I$‘=, Ixj - 1 lp. To estimate D”(x) from below, we have to study a 
few cases. We start with the case: 
(12) x E sR,(l) 
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for some s. Here we consider two sub-cases corresponding to the nearness of x 
to one ofps+‘th roots. The first sub-case is the following: 
(13) XEn aE%+*W4* 
For (kj, = p-‘, we have: 
(Xk-$,= R/,1 Ll<s 
( 
R,,,l = 0 
R~‘+‘p-[‘++1)1,~ > s+ 1 - 
We have &(x> = ~~(-4~;,(x)D~,(x), where D:(X) = n,=,,k5n Ixk - I),; 
D,,(x) = l-I,<,<,,,,, lxk - lI,A$x) = l-I,>,+,,,,, Ixk - up. 
We remark&t there are [n/p] numbers in-{ 1 , . . . , n} that are divisible by p. 
So n - [n/p] numbers are not divisible. Thus q(x) = R:-i"'pl 
Lemma 6.1. The following estimate 
(14) D:(x) L R,g, Qs = RF 
holds true. 
Proof. As[;]>i-l,n-[:]ln-F+l. Cl 
Lemma 6.2. Let 
(15) n 2 p’+‘. 
Then the following estimate: 
(16) D,,(x) 2 @, 03 = R:b-‘) 
holds true. 
Proof. By (15) D;,(x) contains factors corresponding to all 15 s. Let 
n = (.yg + alp + . . . + cr,pr, cri = 0,. . . ,p - 1, al # 0. 
There are at most (p - 1)~’ -’ numbers k 5 n which are divisible by precisely 
p’. Thus D;,(x) > RF (since R, < l), where 
c = (p - l)(pp’-1 +pzp*-2 + . . . +p”p’-“) = (p - 
Asp’ I n (and R, < l), we have R,o’-‘)P’s 2 
1) 
(R:@-’ e 
‘s. 
)“. Cl 
Lemma 6.3. Let n satisfy inequality (15). Then the following inequality 
(17) 
r+l)(p-l)‘+p*+, 
D;,(x) 2 C Q;, C > 0, Qs = R; P 
holds true. 
Proof. Each Z-factor in D:,(x) can be represented as the product of RI,!= 
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&*+’ and F2 I = p-(‘-@+ ‘1). We denote the product of Z-factors of the first type 
by D&,(x) and the second type by D&,(x). 
We recall that there are at most (p - 1)p f -’ factors. Here s + 1 5 I 5 t. Thus 
D&,(x) > (R$‘“+‘)“, where 
cr = (p - 1&‘-(s+‘) +. . . +p+‘) =pl-S - 1. 
We remark that R$‘+’ < 1. Therefore (R{‘+‘)p’-‘-l 2 (Rf)” (sinceprwS - 1 5 
np-“). Finally, we study the most complicated case of Do,,,. We have 
D&2(x) 2 p-‘2pc’, where 
X.2 = ((S + l)p’-(s+‘) + . . . + tp’-‘)(p - 1) 
=p’-“(p-1)(%+...+ 
s + (t - s) 
pt_s I=%+% 
where Ci = ~p’-(~+‘)(p - 1) ~~~~“’ 5 = s(pfms - 1) 5 ip?z, and 
t-s . 
c;=pyp- l)$F, $) =p+(p’-‘+Q$- (t-s) - 1) = 
P~‘“_jl_~](l_s)_l)~p~~np~. 
P-l 
Thus we obtain: 
p-n2 > (p-(S~-s+p-s+l/(p- 1))” = (,;@-l)+p)n. 
We turn back to the second factor in the lower bound of D,&2, namely pc3. 
Here 
c3 = (s+ 1)Cr = (s+ 1)(p’-s - 1). 
Asn <pt+l, or g 5 p’, we obtain: 
pc3 > c (p&/P’+ n ) 2 C (&b+ l)(P- I)/P) )“, where C > 0. Finally, we get 
s(p-1)+p-Q+JJ n 
D&,2 2 CIRs I 
(s+ L)(p - 1)) +e 
= C[Rs p 1”. 
Combining the estimates for Df 
where e s ‘= Rib+ l)(P- 1)’ +P2 +P?h 
, (x) and D,‘,,,,(x), we obtain: D:,(x) 2 C @, 
. . !-J 
We have obtained the following result: 
Theorem 6.1. Let x E (n a~~~+,S~,(a)) n&,(l) andletn >p’+‘. Then D”(x) 2 
Cq;, C>O,qs= R,b, c7=;(2p2(s+1)-3sp+s]. 
We study the next subcase of (12): 
(18) x = r&l) . . . cP)x,, &n = (1 +bw),&n E ~~E,~+,SR&), 
whereaE~~+l,a(j)E~~j+1,Jblp=1,W=r~nr.Forlklp=p-‘,wehave: 
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1 
R,,,l = 0 
Ixk-$= R,P,lIl<s 
R~s+‘p-[‘-(4m+l)~,l > s+ 1 
So by slight generalization of considerations for the case (13), we get (for n > 
ps+‘) : 
4(x> L C &,r C > 0, qs,m = RF, 0, 
=32p2(s+ 1) -p(2s+qBz) +q& 
We now investigate the case: 
(19) x~S~j(l),j=O,l,... 
SetR=p-a=Ix-lI,.AsR#Riforj=0,1,2,...,thereexistsdsuchthat 
Rd- 1 < R < Rd or R < Ro (Ro is the minimal radius). For I$, = p-l, we have 
1 
R,l=O 
Ixk - 11, = Rp’,Rl_, < R 
R”dp-(‘-d), RI__, > R 
We use the factorization of D,,(x) info factors D,“(X) and 
D,-,,(x) = n 
RI_' <R;k_<n 
Ixk - 1 IP' D& = 
R,_* !-i;k<n IXk - lip . 
The estimate of D,“(x) is similar to the case (12) (given by Lemma 6.1). 
LetR=p-“.Wesetu,=l-logpa(p-1). 
Lemma 6.4. Let n 2 pus. Then the following estimate 
(20) DLR(x) 2 @, & = R*‘(J’-‘) 
holds true. 
Proof. As Rl_l<R=p-“,a<rt_l=(l/p’-‘~-1)); sop’-‘<(l/&~-l)). 
Thus here 1 < ua. Let n 2 p Q. For 1 5 k 5 n, we can have divisibility by p’ 
for all 1 < u,. We know that there are at most (p - 1)~‘~’ such factors 
for n = cxo + . . . + c~,p’. So D;,(X) 2 R’, where 5 5 (p - l)p’u,. We get 
DnR 2 R’dP - 1)“. 
LetuER+.Wesetr,=(l/pY(p-l))andR,=p-r~. q 
Lemma 6.5. Let n be as in Lemma 4.4. Then the following estimate 
D;R(x) 2 c 8; QR = Rpdm”R;a, D 
(21) 
=J[(~~+~l)(P-l)‘(P+l)+p’],c>o 
holds true. 
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Proof. Each I-factor in D&(x) can be represented as the product of two 
factors: Fi,l = RP* and &J= p- (I-d). By using the proof of Lemma 6.3, we 
,;btain that DJ&~. (x) = ~FI,, 2 (Rf’*)“’ where & <pr--u~ - 1 < np-“a. Thus 
ntR,i(x) 2 (RJ’ )“. Again by using the proof of Lemma 6.3, we obtain that 
+(4 = IP2,1 > P-‘~P’ > 3 where C2 = 2; + fi[ and 2; < (u, + l)p-%I and 
c, Inp-- “+4p- l).Thus 
x2 I ~(,ua + l)(p - 1) +p). 
We also have 2~ > (uc! + l)pt-u~-l - 1 2 (Up + I)+P-~Q - 1. Finally, 
u.+l)(p-l)*(p+l)+p~ 
45t,2(4 2 c PL pz I"* 
Combining estimates for D&, , (x) and D,tR,2(~), we get (21). Cl 
We proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.2. Let R = pma = Ix - 1 IP # Rj, j = 0, 1, . . . , and let n > pus. Then: 
Dn(x) 2 C Q;i, C > O,& = RAR& A =P~-~o +y, 
and (T is given by Lemma 6.5. 
So we finished the study of the case (19) in that x does not belong to any sphere 
Ss,(l),j=O,1,2 ,...,. We turn back to the case (12) and study the last subcase, 
namely: 
Let x have the same form as in (18), but w # rj, j = 0, 1,2, . . . . In fact, here all 
is reduced to the case (19) with p = IX, - 1 IP playing the role of R. 
We recall that in the representation 
(22) x = d&) . . . ~t~)(l+bpw),~b~~= l,afn,+i,r~(j) fn,,+r, 
we have rqn! > w. Thus p < R,. AS p=Ix~-llP=p-“‘#Rj for all j= 
0,1,2 )...) there exists d such that Rd_ 1 < p < Rd or p < Ro. As p < R,, we 
have Rd 5 R,. So we have (for lklp =p-‘) : 
R,,l=O 
Ixk- 11, =I: R,p’, 1 5 15 s, 
pddp-(‘-d), 1 > s + 1 
Theorem 6.3. Let x have the form (22) and let w # rj, j = 0, 1,2, . . . Let n 2 ps’ ‘. 
Then the following estimate 
&f(x) 2 C Q,?,, C > 0, Qs,P = pPd-‘R~*, 
whereg#,d -$[p2(2s+ 1) -p(2s+d - 1) +d- l],holdstrue. 
Proof. We have D,“(X) 2 R,(R$-“P))n and D&(x) 2 (R$‘-‘))” (there is no 
difference from Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2). Modifying the proof of 
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Lemma 6.2, we obtain D&i(x) 2 (pP”)“p-J and D&+) 1 C (R:(p-l)+p)n 
(&H@- I)/P))n* 0 
7. APPENDIX 
For any n, k E N, (n, k) denotes the greatest common divisor of n and k; for any 
n E N, M,(n) denotes the modp residue of n : n = M’(n) mod p. We set 
Lemma 7.1. Let n, k E N, p 5 k < n and let M,,(n) 2 M,(k). Then 
(23) ; P=mo’ I( )I 
@p(n) 
P 
Proof. Let n = (I! + ipN, k = /3 + jp’, w hereOIa,p<p-1, i,j,N,lENand 
(i,p) = (j, p) = 1. We have: 
(ipN-p).(ipN-2p)._(ipN-jp’+p)_I 
(24) 
p 
2P tip’ - P> UP’) p 
PN = 
I I 
I-N r=p . 
p P 
To obtain (24), we have used that n - k + 1 = ipN - jp’ + (a + 1 - ,0) 
and 0 < cy + 1 - /3 5 p; hence the last term in the numerator of 6) = 
(n . . . (n - k + 1)/l . . . k), which is divisible by p is (ipN - jp’ +p). The cases in 
that n = a or k = p, 0 < CY, p < p - 1 are considered in the same way. Cl 
Lemma 7.2. Let n, k E N, k < n, and let M,(n) + 1 5 M,(k). Then 
(2% I( >I l p= e,(n). 
Proof. Let n = (Y + ip N, k= p+jp’, where (i,p) = (j,p) = 1,0 5 a,B.<p- 1. 
We have 
n 
(26) I( >I 
k p = cjpN> . (ipNd_p) . (ip% 2P). . . (ip;-:“‘)I ( 
P 
= IphJ= p-N. 
To obtain (27), we have used that n -k + 1 = (ipN - jp’) - (/3 - a - 1) 
and 0 5 p - o - 1 < p; hence the last term in the numerator of (z) = 
(n * . . (n - k + 1)/l . . . k) which is divisible by p is (ipN - jp’). The cases in that 
n=aork=p,O<o,P<p- 1, are considered in the same way. Cl 
I would like to thank W. Schikhof for numerous consultations inp-adic analysis 
and very important advices. 
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